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108 Social Selling Tips

Welcome to my 108 Social Selling Tips collection. Whether you’re a brand-new salesperson, a 
brand-new social seller or an experienced version of either of those, I hope you find this useful. 
I love prospecting and really, I love prospecting on LinkedIn. I especially love helping others to be 
more effective at prospecting. Nothing gets a bigger smile on my dial than when one of my clients 
kicks some goals using new prospecting strategies. So, with that in mind, myself and the 40 odd 
other sales and marketing professionals in this book have shared our very best social selling 
strategies with you. To help you become more successful in sales.

If you’re in sales and we are not connected on LinkedIn, 
please reach out for a connection or follow me, my profile 

link is here www.linkedin.com/in/mark-mcinnes



INTRODUCTION
Firstly, I just have to deeply thank all those who decided to contribute 
and to contribute for free. All these people have supplied their very 
best social ideas and allowed me to then share them with you. 
Obviously, without that level of transparency or generosity it just 
would not have been possible. So, to all the contributors, each and 
every one of you, thank you so very much.

I’ve collated 108 social selling tips from people I have respect for due 
to their social selling activities. These experts come from a large 
cross section of industries and various business roles, they are 
entrepreneurs, founders, CEOs, consultants, marketers, sales 
enablers, sellers, sales leaders, finance professionals, authors or even 
and others.

The one thing they all have in common is that they have a strong 
‘social game’; some have strengths in one particular area, others have 
strengths in many. All are worthy of a ‘follow’ on LinkedIn or Twitter, 
and if you’re looking to find a good way to learn about Social and 
Digital selling following these people is a great way to do that. I 
would advise taking the time to follow or even connect with those 
you think have supplied a great social tip here, and please let them 
know that you read their strategies in this little publication.
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You will note, I’ve deliberately stayed away from asking some of the 
‘usual’ gurus to submit, as I really wanted to highlight what people are 
doing that is working in our particular region, and from people who 
are actually being successful in this right now. Not focussing too 
heavily on what those who train social and digital are saying or 
promoting (myself excluded, obviously).

In order to make it easy for you to find people, I have included a 
hyperlink directly to their LinkedIn profile from every entry, so you 
can connect or follow as you wish.

In an attempt to make it easier for you I’ve labelled each of our 
contributors with one or more of the following tags.

EXPERT  – Someone who I consider to be very highly skilled in their 
particular area and I have witnessed those skills in play. It’s a 
subjective tag from me and I’m not suggesting the others are not 
experts. It’s my personal ‘extra’ stamp of approval.

PRACTITIONER  – People who I know have successfully used 
Social and Digital to build out their own or their business’ book of 
clients. I think it is very important to distinguish between those who 
train these types of skills and those that actually do. Some will be in 
both camps.

MARKETER  – Someone who has a strong focus on marketing 
methodology, content, branding etc.
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ENABLER  – Typically Sales Enablement professionals, these people 
have an organisational focus on developing sales persons skills and 
cover the marketing, sales and training sectors.

TRAINER  – A LinkedIn or Sales improvement professional.

For example: A mortgage broker who is at the top of their industry 
and drives most of their business through LinkedIn would be 
considered both an EXPERT and a PRACTITIONER but not a 
MARKETER.

Some people will have two TAGS others might even have more. It’s 
just meant as a guide to help you see quickly what each person’s 
area of speciality is as I SEE IT. I have not asked them for this, I’ve 
allocated it based on my own perception.

Secondly, I have segregated this list into 4 Sub sections to make it 
easier for you to jump directly to the areas which interest you most. 
Some people have supplied “TIPS” in more than one area, some have 
provided more narrow areas of advice.
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SUB-SECTIONS
PROFILE & BRANDING

REACH OUTS/ ENGAGEMENT

STRATEGY

CONTENT
Not all people neatly fit into each section, sometimes they fit into 
more than one. I’ve allocated them to the one which I think they best 
fit. Again, this is a completely subjective filing tool from me and it’s 
designed to help you sort through the type of social tips you’d like to 
review.

I asked everybody for two Social selling tips, some people supplied 
three, some even more still. Some people submitted three or four 
words, some people submitted a paragraph or two. I’ve ‘lightly’ 
edited these, checked spelling and grammar and remove any 
duplicates. Largely, these tips are published here as submitted to 
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What did I learn whilst doing this 
which you might find helpful?

Whilst collating this list 3 things became apparent very quickly.

1 – People are very keen to help you with whatever you ask them 
to do.

Asking people who I was connected to, yet I didn’t really know 
beyond just swapping a few comments, likes, share etc (swapping 
social capital), they were, on the whole very quick and keen to help 
both me and therefore you. If ever there was a test of how valuable 
your network might be, this is it. I only had two people decline to 
submit, I think this is a really valuable insight.

Your NETWORK is you NET WORTH. Are you using your network to 
its full potential? How could you use your network to help both you 
and your connections as we have here to bring you all these 
strategies?
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2 – LinkedIn messaging and Inmails are failing.

I wrote an article recently because the amount of people who I would 
see posting many times on LinkedIn or Twitter per day and yet would 
not answer a message, became alarming. So many people are using 
the platform to distribute content and information, yet they are not as 
open to engaging as I expected (Or they were not aware of my out-
reach). You might suggest they were simply not prepared to answer 
my message. However, on every occasion when I sent a second or 
third message or an email or a text, I eventually got a response. This 
highlights to me that people’s ‘social’ inboxes are now as full as their 
traditional email. A new era of reach out strategies is on us. Don’t 
assume that just because someone is posting and “ON” social, you’re 
going to get to them effectively on social. You’re going to need multi-
ple reach out strategies and channels to be effective and get your 
message across.

3 – Interestingly, some of the busiest and hardest working 
professionals were actually the fastest to respond and to respond 
accurately and completely. People who look sharp and organised 
online, typically are in real life as well.

This exercise was a good reminder that how you present online is 
typically what you can expect outside of online interactions.

Make sure you look professional on social and be switched on during 
your reach outs and replies, because if you’re not, your competitors 
may well be.
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DISCLAIMER:
In the past when I’ve collated lists similar to this, I’ve come under fire 
for not supplying a complete and diverse group of people’s 
viewpoints. Some criticism has been things like, not enough women 
or not enough professionals from a particular geographical location. I 
think that is an absolutely fair criticism for people to make.

Let’s face facts, I am a middle-aged white male living in Sydney. Most 
of my influences are people who are from my circle (my network, if 
you like). I gravitate towards people who have similar goals, 
aspirations and thoughts as I do – in short, people who are just like 
me. Hardly surprising. Therefore, it’s completely natural that I’m most 
comfortable reaching out to those who are more similar to me than 
those who are different. Hence in this collection there is a massive 
over representation of middle-aged white men from Australia and 
New Zealand.

This is not supposed to be a perfect list, or a complete list, it’s just this 
list. I am comfortable acknowledging that this is not representative of 
all those on the platforms we’ve highlighted or even in the workplace. 
Please accept my apologies.
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STRATEGY
Strategy was not initially on my list of headings. Yet I had so many 
really good ideas which provided such a high-level overview about 
using social or LinkedIn effectively that I had to create this one to 
share with you.

If you already have the basics down, then there is some really strong 
advice in this section for you.

Cian McLoughlin lives his business life out on social and does it very 
well. A very clever man, great author and well respected, his tips 
personify the overarching strategy of give first before asking. Come 
to the conversation trying to help rather than sell, and in time the 
business opportunity will come to talk about your products and 
services. Eshita Durve, from our SalesITV office, is included here 
(although she was reluctant to submit); she is the backbone of many 
of the SalesITV, Dean Mannix, SalesROI, social media strategies, so 
her technical input here is very valuable.

Key take away for me here are:

* Authenticity
* Consistency
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MY SOCIAL TIPS FOR THIS SECTION:
1 – Build a network of people of value. In order to do this, start by 
mapping out who, exactly, you need to have in your network and who 
you don’t. Deliberately build out a professional network, to support 
your business goals, not a hodgepodge collection of connections.

2 – Reciprocity is the most effective tool on social. Give away all your 
best stuff for free. Look to help people, it’s the easiest way to start a 
conversation, build trust and relationships. Don’t connect and pitch, 
don’t sell too early.

MY SOCIAL TIPS FOR THIS SECTION:
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Cian McLoughlin
CEO, Author, Win/Loss Expert

Tell, don’t sell: We’re all sick to death of seeing sales content 
dressed up as marketing insights, or Linkedin invites that immediately 
turn into unsolicited pitches. Take your time, earn the right to 
progress to the next step, focus more on their buying process and 
less on your sales process.

Have the heart of a teacher, not the soul of a salesperson: They say 
in life (and in business) that givers gain. So, lead with value, give away 
a little slice of your IP or experience for free, try to teach and help 
your audience. What this does is trigger the human emotion of 
reciprocity, making people much more inclined to want to give 
something back to you. It also creates trust, credibility and 
referrability… all by simply having the heart of a teacher

www.linkedin.com/in/cianmcloughlin/
#Expert #Author #Practitioner
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Eshita Durve
Marketing Expert

Social Tip 1:
1. Figure out where your customers are. 2. Choose that social channel. 3. 
Stick to it. Deliberately build authority, create a network and generate a 
following on the particular social media channel. Appreciate that this 
takes time and won't happen overnight. There is no point in spending 
precious hours making your professional profile perfect on Instagram, 
Twitter, Youtube, Snapchat and Facebook and all the other channels out 
there if your customers are spending time on LinkedIn, for example.

Social Tip 2:
Maintain and refine a consistent tone and message. Especially if you are 
using an external resource/team to increase your virtual presence on 
your chosen social media channel. Inconsistency in messaging style 
looks unprofessional and costs you your credibility. Make sure you spend 
enough time with your 'helpers' in the initial stages so they can learn, 
match and replicate your tone and message.

Social Tip 3:
Set a pattern of messages/posts so you can prepare in advance and 
post consistently. An example is a pattern that includes - a key industry 
stat, a short quote, a long-form article, a personal post about your work 
week and an offer. Posting one of these each week, on different days of 
the week is a great way to get started. You don't have to create them all... 
share others content to begin; just make sure you add your own two 
cents before posting.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/martecher/
#Marketer #Practitioner #Expert
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Bronwyn Cook
What does branding have to do with Bon Jovi?

Social Tip 1: Be Authentic & Transparent. I know this isn't original or 
new or anything ground breaking, but it will always be my number 
one social tip. I'm very clear across all platforms on who I am and 
what I stand for. I'm very clear about my personal brand and where 
appropriate, it is displayed in my professional brand. If I can talk about 
what makes me, me, then I will. I never post about anything that I 
don't believe in. (Anyone who wants to talk Bon Jovi, US TV shows or 
musical theatre at any time, just look me up)

Social Tip 2: Don't follow the leader. I was actually a real late joiner to 
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram (and you will *never* catch me on 
Snapchat). I don't believe in following the crowds and engaged with 
platforms when it felt right for me.

Social Tip 3: It takes time. Some people take cigarette breaks, I take 
social media breaks. LinkedIn and Twitter are my news source and 
feed my professional knowledge soul. I dedicate time each and 
every day to read, scan and share. People often ask about 
professional training and one of my answers is, "it's right in front of 
you, and it's free".

https://www.linkedin.com/in/bronwyncook/
#practitioner #marketer #expert
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Steuart Snooks
Works with senior executives to improve their workplace
performance and productivity, beginning with email

Social Tip 1: Senior executives rely more and more on their trusted 
connections on social media as the email channel has become 
increasingly cluttered with marketing messages. They are seeking 
clear, concise and practical insights from subject matter experts to 
help guide their thinking and decisions as they navigate their teams 
through an ever-changing business environment

Social Tip 2: Connecting through a 'closed' system such as LinkedIn 
gives you greater opportunity to get the attention of those who value 
your expertise most. When emailing your connections, you are just 
one voice in a crowded inbox and it's difficult to gain any more than 
distracted and partial attention. But a message to your connections 
on Linked In has much less 'competition' for attention and greater 
likelihood of 'breaking through'. The caveat, of course, is that you 
must be seeking to 'give' rather than 'get'; to be adding value rather 
'selling your stuff'.

linkedin.com/in/steuart-g-snooks-04b39a3/
#Practitioner #Expert
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Wayne Moloney
Business Growth Specialist, Sales Trainer/Mentor

Social Tip 1: Have a strategy. The ease of access to social tools has 
led many to simply throw effort at the task rather than have a planned 
approach. Social selling is not the 'silver bullet' to success in sales. It is 
simply another tool and should be an extension of your overall sales 
plan. Just as you need a strategic approach to your sales plan, you 
need to be strategic in your application of social. Plan how to use 
social media platforms to research, prospect, network and identify 
trigger events.

Social Tip 2: Know your ideal clients, where they 'hang out' online and 
surround them with valuable content. Increase brand awareness and 
your own 'personal brand' to position yourself as a trusted authority in 
your field.

www.linkedin.com/in/waynemoloney/
#Author #Expert
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Dino Pacella
Dino Pacella became a local influencer building close to
30,000 connections on LinkedIn along the way.

Social Tip 1: Aim to always be flipping the M in Me and concentrate 
on the We. Don’t make it all about you!

Social Tip 2: Engage with Intent. Not only should you aim to add 
value to the respondents on your posts but you should be 
showcasing your value adding ability to other people’s posts to 
spread your knowledge to those who may not be connected with 
you. Now that’s true personal branding.

www.linkedin.com/in/dinopacellaofficial/
#Practitioner
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Darragh Power
SAP Partner Business School Lead. In my element helping
you be in yours.

Social Tip 1: It’s not about you, it’s about the audience or the receiver 
of your message. Focus on THEIR interests.

Social Tip 2: Have a clear idea of who you can help and why they 
should work with you instead of anyone else - show this difference 
with what you DO and what you SAY

www.linkedin.com/in/darraghpower/
#Practitioner #Expert
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Gareth Lloyd
Social Selling Trainer at SAP

Social Tip 1: Develop your strategy with social selling so you know 
the end result you want to achieve.

Social Tip 2: Understand who your target audience is and engage 
them in a way that will help you forge a meaningful business 
relationship.

www.linkedin.com/in/garethlloyd75/
#Expert #Enabler #Trainer



Paul Earland
Sales Enablement Manager APAC

Social Tip 1: Choose your influencers carefully and update them 
regularly- too many and you don't cut through the noise to get to the 
good stuff. Don't update your list and you may miss new thinking.

Social Tip 2: Dont be a robot - keep your content honest and 
humorous - simply reposting your company's messages gets very 
dull very quick

linkedin.com/in/paulearland
#Expert #Enabler #Trainer
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Tino Ho
Tino Ho is the Co-Founder and CEO of BinaryM

Social Tip 1: Lead with people first, brand second. People joined 
social networks to connect with other people, not brands.

Social Tip 2: Be social on social networks, or don't be on it at all.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tinoho/
#Expert #Practitioner #Marketer



Samantha McFarlane
Sam Says - Melbourne based Content Management Virtual Assistant

Social Tip 1: Be consistent. When it comes to social media, 
consistency is extremely important. People buy from people that they 
know, like and trust. In order to build this trust, you need to show up 
on social media consistently. If you post on social media three times 
in one week and then you don't post anything for a month, people will 
wonder if you are still in business. They may be unsure if they can 
trust you.

Social Tip 2: Be social. If someone comments on your post, make 
sure you respond. If someone came up to you at an event and 
started speaking to you and you ignored them, they would think you 
were rude. So make sure that you stay social on social media and 
engage in conversations. Don't leave people hanging!

linkedin.com/in/sammcfarlane
#Trainer #Practitioner
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Mayur Dhulla
Social Seller with Social Intelligence

Social Tip 1: Don't be a Lazy Social Seller; Don’t try to Automate 
everything, it kills authenticity. Serious buyers love authenticity and 
genuineness.

Social Tip 2: Set daily time slots to do social selling, just like you 
would set times to do cold calling or any form or prospecting.

linkedin.com/in/mayurdhulla/
#Practitioner
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SOCIAL TIPS – PROFILE & BRANDING
It’s hard to argue against your profile on any social network as being 
absolutely most important part of your social and digital strategy. In 
order for people to interact with you, in almost any way, the first thing 
they do is go to your profile, which starts a process around whether or 
not you’re a SAFE person to interact with. Very simply, a great profile 
means you will have more success on social than those with an 
average profile.

When I started this mini-project, I was sure that this section, Profile 
and Branding, was going to be the most popular topic of TIP 
submission from our selected experts. Turns out I was wrong but 
that’s not to say there aren’t some great brains behind this section 
and some very, very good ‘social tips’ for you.

Steve Brossman and John Smibert have built their entire business’ 
and professional reputations off the back of their expertise in this 
particular area, so these two gents are easy stand outs here.

From a practitioner’s point of view Chris Muddle is a sales 
#practitioner who I really admire for a number of reasons. His work 
ethic, his level of detail and his commitment to sales professionalism 
is the best I’ve seen. And we get to see this in the quality of the tips 
he has supplied. Not only has he provided us with the what you 
should do he has graciously shared great, complete examples for 
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you to follow. That’s a testament to his focus on detail. Whilst all the 
people in this section are very high quality, Chris is someone here 
who really stands out for me.

The big take aways from these tips for me are:

1 - Focus on your customer not yourself.

2 – Learn how the algorithm of your preferred social media works 
so you can adjust your profile to take advantage of that.

MY SOCIAL TIPS FOR THIS SECTION:

1 –Leverage the principles of persuasion in your profile. Authority is 
an obvious example, it makes it much more likely the rest of your 
activity will be higher yielding.

2 – Background picture/slide. There is a LOT of space there which 
you can use to help get your message across. People typically only 
spend 23sec on your profile. You need to make a good first 
impression online, this will help take advantage of those precious few 
seconds.
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John Smibert
Elevating the professionalism of sales in a changing world

Social Tip: Ensure your profile and content exudes your unique 
promise of value

Social Tip: Focus on your customer NOT yourself

https://www.linkedin.com/in/smibert/
#Expert #Author
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Andy Farquharson
Sales Architect & Founding Partner of Winning by Design.
Helping companies adopt a scientific approach to sales.

Social Tip: Transform your LinkedIn profile from a CV. You are not the 
product. Your prospects don't want to know how you crushed your 
quota last year, they do want to know how you helped your 
customers and the impact they achieved.

Social Tip: LinkedIn is optimising their algorithms for posts & video's 
with high engagement over long form content.

Social Tip: Drive engagement on your LinkedIn posts by offering 
additional value for people who like or comment

https://www.linkedin.com/in/andyfarquharson/
#Expert #Practitioner
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Anthony Magro
A Student of Sales, with a PhD in Results

Social Tip: Define your ideal buyer/s and work backwards. Spend 
your time where they hang out, write your profile with their language, 
and share relevant content to them.

Social Tip: Every LinkedIn profile can be optimised for SEO, and can 
be found using keywords. Increase your profile views by using search 
words that you’re prospects may be using on Google and make sure 
to communicate with anyone who views your profile... they’ve landed 
on your profile for a reason.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/anthonymagro/
#Practitioner #Enabler #Expert
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Social Tip: If you are in sales, don’t forget to highlight exactly who you 
are! What your service is, why someone should buy from you, and 
how they can sign up! It sounds pretty simple, but there isn’t enough 
professionals doing this..

https://www.linkedin.com/in/chris-muddell-41132a14/
#Practitioner #Expert

Chris Muddell
High Performance Sales (BDM)

Example on LinkedIn:

WHO     Chris Muddell is a high-performance sales guy, mind coach, 
mentor to many, and regular event speaker. He loves helping 
entrepreneurs and small businesses win big and achieve success in 
the creation of more time, money, clients, and overall happiness. Chris 
loves sales, loves helping businesses, and his 'why' is to help all those 
he associates with to achieve more riches, whatever they may be.
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WHAT     Currently working at Employsure, Chris has prospected and 
engaged more than 120+ new business clients per year, each year, 
presenting an 'outsourced HR & Safety" solution for SMEs. As a client, 
the team will audit, create, and advise the best workplace practices for 
your business. Once your employment contracts & company policies 
are created/presented to your staff, we provide training and advice 
24/7 to support you to a bigger and better future!

BENEFITS     More time, more money, more power, more protection, 
better employees and reduced employee costs. Recommendation = no 
brainer.

JOIN EMPLOYSURE     Book a 15 minute phone meeting with me here 
(free advice & quote): https://calendly.com/chrismuddell/15min

GET PAID    10% commission for referrals (yes, that is double my 
commission payment for a name and number). Help yourself & others 
by introducing them to me here: 
https://employsure.com.au/referral-recommendation-program/

FOR CLIENTS     Help offset your investment with us. Join the 
Employsure partner program here: 
https://employsure.com.au/referral-recommendation-program/

Chris Muddell
High Performance Sales (BDM)
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WORK HERE     https://employsure.com.au/careers/

Social Tip: Make it extremely easy for someone to contact you. Two 
things which are pivotal towards the growth of any sales business 
(through the LinkedIn platform in this example), is:

1. prospects can easily call you and get in touch with you via phone �

&

2. meetings can be booked easily and directly into calendly from the 
LinkedIn profile page.

You would think this would be a no brainer = I estimate that less than 
5% of sales professionals are doing this.

Example on Linkedin:

CONTACT    Call me 0409335770 or email 
chris.muddell@employsure.com.au

BOOK A MEETING     Book a 15 minute phone meeting with me here 
(free advice & quote): https://calendly.com/chrismuddell/15min
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Mel Unwin

Social Tip: Be authentic. If you’re a shy, reserved person in real-life 
then don’t build out your social persona to be outgoing and vivacious. 
Because when someone meets you in real-life, their experience will 
not match their expectations.

Social tip 2: Exaggeration can break trust. Yes, marketers will work 
hard to portray you / your organisation as the best thing since sliced 
bread. However, if you tell an outright lie about your greatness, you 
will ultimately be found out.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/melanieunwin/
#Marketer #Expert

Director of Marketing-as-a-Service, Mogrify
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Peter Strohkorb

Social Tip:#1: When people look up your online profile (particularly if 
they do so for the 1st time), make sure that they

a) can easily find (the right, i.e. professional) you,
b) that they clearly get what you do,
c) that they totally understand how you are different from the rest

Social Tip #2: Make sure all your online profiles are consistent (i.e. 
give the same message) and that your messages are about "what's 
in it for prospects and customers", not about what you do. Because 
no one really cares what you do until they understand what's in it for 
them. That's why the Americans say that a customer's favourite radio 
station is WIIFM... :-)

linkedin.com/in/peterstrohkorbsalesmarketing/
#Marketer #Author

My motto is simple: "Get more Customers"
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Steve Brossman

Social Tips: 

Cultivate don’t Qualify Prospects.
When you Cultivate your prospect, they come to you ready to buy.
When you Qualify, you target people you want to sell to.

Your Perceived Position Predicts your Profits.
When you are positioned uniquely and as a leader in the market you 
attract a higher quality of clients, you charge higher fees and your 
conversions are easier.

Are you a Whoer or a Doer?
People who get paid the least get paid for what they do.
People who get paid the most get paid for who they are!

https://www.linkedin.com/in/stevebrossman/
#Author #Expert #Practitioner

The Authority Catalyst
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CONTENT
There are some really great #Marketers and super brains in this 
particular section. If you want some short cuts on content strategy, 
this is a good place to start.

What I’ve found very helpful is a lot of the advice is very similar, 
which gives me strong comfort around what we should be doing in 
relation to content. What else might that tell us? That there really isn’t 
100 different ways to be awesome on #Social.

Key Take away for me here are:

•Authenticity
• Consistency
• Quality

All are woven through most of these tips from this collection of 
authors and marketers. Ian Whitworth, I have known through various 
businesses over 15 years or more, who is a true marketing genius. He 
often takes an alternative point of view to that which is popular. Iris 
Chan is a Marketing and Sales Enablement specialist and is very 
process and systems driven; I love that. Steve Hall is the ‘selling to 
the C Suite’ guru here in Australia, he also plays devil’s advocate on 
LinkedIn quite a lot.
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Then there is Chris Bates and Christian Stevens, our strongest 
#practitioners in this sector, in my opinion. Both post great content 
everyday which drives revenue and inbound activity to their business. 
I consider them to be best of breed in this area. Of course, the others 
here are excellent too and that’s why I asked them to contribute. As 
with the others, all of these people would appreciate a follow or a 
connection, if appropriate.

MY SOCIAL TIPS FOR THIS SECTION:

1 – Don’t just re-share your marketing departments content blindly. 
Social media is all about being social with people. Typically, we don’t 
engage with companies very well on social. So make it personal. 
People are interested in what you’re doing at your place of business, 
not what your business is doing.

2 – Generate your own material. Infographics, videos, flow charts etc 
all take a little more time to build out, but they will last a very long 
time, and are great for your personal brand. Importantly they can 
double as a lead magnet as well as a reciprocity tool for 
engagement.

108SOCIAL SELLING
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Iris Chan
Chief Marketing Officer, FusionGrove - technology marketing
veteran over 20 yrs

Social Tip 1: Pick maximum 3 content levers to build 
authority/credibility and be seen as a subject matter expert. 
Examples of content levers: Business topic (leadership, B2B lead 
generation, talent acquisition etc); Solution/Technology (AI, Security, 
Martech); Industry (Retail, Finance); Buyer role/function (CMO, CIO).

Social Tip 2: Consider creating a recurrent series of sharing pro-tips 
or data-driven insights in “tip of the day” style. Share in a consistent 
format in terms of text and imagery. Also share them on a consistent 
schedule eg. weekly.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ichankl/
#Marketer #Expert #Enabler
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Chris Bates
Financial Planner, Mortgage Broker and Wealth Coach.
Chris helps families in their 30s and 40s take control of
their finances to live life fulfilled with what they value

Social Tip 1: Make a call, don’t run. Only share things on social that 
you truly care about and believe in. If they are polarising and 
controversial even better but once it’s out there, don’t run. Content 
will be attached to you, it is a reflection of you and if it’s going to 
upset a few people, you must not feel like you want to back down 
and must be confident to be able to back up your belief with solid 
research. Don’t be scared of upsetting people, it makes great content 
and people will respect you for fighting the good fight.

Social Tip 2: Authentic Content, Consistently. Consistency is without 
doubt key to anything in life, but with social even more so. There’s 
100,000s of people posting, so no one will notice you unless you add 
value with authentic content every day that gives them reason to 
take note of what you say. Like anything, quality is what matters 
foremost, so don’t post unless it’s actually interesting, well put 
together and insightful because it actually does more damage than 
good. Once you have the knack to produce good content, make sure 
you stay consistent because it won’t take long for that content to be 
forgotten.

www.linkedin.com/in/christopherbates/
#Practitioner #Expert
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Social Tip 3: Don’t be afraid to go personal. The best content is when 
your values, passions and wisdom comes out. Don’t be afraid to share 
snippets, ideas, experiences and anything that you feel is valuable to 
others. People will either like you or not, but unless they get to know 
you, you’re just another number. Remember, people will want to work 
with you because you have the same values as them, they actually 
like you and they trust you because they have followed you for some 
time.

Social Tip 4: Be Patient. You need to give it plenty of time and don’t 
attach short term outcomes to it. Just see it as investing in yourself, 
your knowledge and your brand. Enjoy the process and the 
outcomes undoubtedly will come to those who produce great 
content consistently.

108SOCIAL SELLING
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Steve Hall
Australia's leading authority on C level sales

Social Tip 1: It's better to write one high quality, with a decent amount 
of "likes" and comments than several that aren't so well received

Social Tip 2: Perception is reality and social proof matters. So, work 
hard to get "likes" comments and shares - it's superficial but people 
judge quality by how much others interact

Social Tip 3: Always respond positively to every single comment on 
your articles and posts. It's polite and it increases engagement.

www.linkedin.com/in/stevehallsydney/
#Expert #Author
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Marco Favaloro
An expert that can bring self-awareness to people, teams,
leaders and organisations, where business breakthroughs happen.

www.linkedin.com/in/marcofavaloro/
#Practitioner
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Social Selling Tips – Cadence and Rhythm

1. Create a schedule of themes that you want to roll out each quarter.

2. Posting - the rule of thumb that I use includes – 2 scheduled posts 
a day (one in the am and one in the pm) and I also schedule one 
article a week, usually mid-week at about morning tea time!

3. The headline needs to be clear and simple with a call to action at 
the end of each post.

4. Work on finding at least 2 or 3 connections a week – so like one 
every second day that will help lift your brand presence or someone 
you want to target in getting business.
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Social Selling Tips 2 – Campaigns and Strategy

1. I have a week each month dedicated to drawing my network to an 
Insights programs. As part of my individual goals for my region, I 
need to fill 3 or 4 accredited programs a year. Filling programs are a 
massive drawcard and there are lots of ways to engage your 
network around these.

2. I dedicate 3 weeks a quarter for simply inspirational quotes and 
videos that are simple and engage my network in a soft touch point. 
I leverage the Pinterest and Youtube Insights sites for these as they 
are excellent.

3. Then I dedicate 2 weeks a month in a personal campaign, such as 
#MarcomeetsInsights or #womeninbusiness for example. Again, 
drawing on that emotional element to engage my network and 
show the Conscious Marco out and about meeting real people.

4. Then I dedicate one week a quarter and leverage 3 of the 5 
disciplines; PE, TE, LE, SE and, Change.

Marco Favaloro



Dailius Wilson
Helping the world’s top sales organisations close more sales

Social Tip 1: Consistency is key - Make sure you post at least once 
per day - every 5 business days - to ensure that you are building a 
regular cadence to reach your audience

Social Tip 2: Stick to one theme - I received the most traction when 
focusing on my key persona and demographic - sales; rather than 
posting on various technological topic areas. Pick something that 
interests you and also aligns with your product vision and keep your 
posts on theme.

Social Tip 3: Why Innovate when you can Iterate? New ideas are 
often hardest to come up with - instead look at the top posts on 
Linkedin, Twitter and Quora and see what type of content & style 
offers the most value. Then try to augment this approach and inject 
new life with your own ideas, making a better version or "iteration" of 
the key idea

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dailius/
#Practitioner
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Jay Jensen
How to have social selling success from someone who
never had Facebook before using social media

linkedin.com/in/jay-jensen-45b88686/
#Practitioner
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Social Tip 1: When I started on LinkedIN, I had never used social 
media before and did not know "the rules". I also never expected 
anyone would read anything I wrote so I just wrote for myself and 
kept it honest. So my first social tip is write thinking no one will read it. 
Strange tip, but it's the only way for you to be yourself. You will be 
more authentic in what you write because you aren't trying to write 
what you think people want to read. So write as if no one will read 
what you write.

Social Tip 2: Strange tip but the only selling you should do is selling 
of yourself first by building relationships with people. After you have 
built up these relationships, people will ask you if you can help them 
with what you do sell. In the 15 months I have been on LinkedIN, not 
once have I asked anyone to buy something from me. I sell cars, but 
without soliciting any business, I average 5 requests a week from 
people wanting to buy a car. Without asking anyone for a job, I get 
one or two job offers a week. For not being a speaker or trainer, I 
always get requests to speak at a function or help with sales training 
or coaching. Build relationships first and business will come.



Ian Whitworth
Ex-creative director turned national business owner. Writer of
Kill All MBAs, a website of motivation for sceptics

linkedin.com/in/ian-whitworth-4642929/
#Author #Marketer #Expert
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Social Tip 1: Take the time to work out your own voice. Don’t try to be 
your social heroes, or you’ll end up as one Vaynerchuk (or whoever) 
clone among thousands. Draft out some material then ask your 
friends if it feels like you.

Social Tip 2: Read what you wrote aloud before you post. It should 
flow like you’re talking to a friend in a bar. If it sounds stiff or 
corporate, rewrite it.



Stuart P Turner
Stuart P. Turner has worked in marketing agencies for over a
decade in the UK and APAC, delivering all kinds of digital
solutions to all kinds of people

linkedin.com/in/stuartpturner
#Marketer #Expert
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Social Tip 1: Think before you type. The written word does not come 
naturally to everyone, but the temptation to everything RIGHT NOW 
does. Take a deep breath, go for a little walk and make sure that what 
you are writing down is an accurate representation of what you 
actually want to say. It is impossible to quantify the amount of 
pointless content on the internet thanks to unnecessary rushing. You 
don't have to be first, you just have to be the best.

Social Tip 2: It seems really obvious but behave normally - don't 
change your behaviour to match the functions of a tool. As Abraham 
Maslow point out; if you've only got a hammer, everything looks like a 
nail. Social networks are not some magical environment that exist 
outside the realm of day to day human interaction, so don't feel like 
you should have to do anything you're not comfortable doing 
anywhere else.



Ryan King
Industry Leading Client Centric Financial Advice
at Announcer Group.

linkedin.com/in/ryan-king-announcer
#Expert #Practitioner
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Social Tip 1:  Be genuine and be yourself - my most engaging posts 
are always the ones that dive deep into me and my life and share 
stuff my audience can relate to. Lots of professionals aim on just 
posting their services or topics on their services but at Announcer we 
believe that you "must be interested in your audience but also be 
interesting". The old "fake it until you make it" is dead as far as I’m 
concerned. Rather than posting like my world is perfect, I post about 
mine and my clients real life struggles and then solutions on how 
they can be overcome. I have had many clients engage through 
these honest posts as previously they had always felt my services 
were for people who had their s**t together already. Being genuine 
allows people to connect on a whole new level and makes the 
on-boarding process very easy.
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Social Tip 2: Create a content calendar - I see so many people 
posting randomly and ad-hoc with their topics. This is a huge time 
waster and one of the main reasons people fall off the social media 
wagon over time. The biggest help to my marketing has been having 
a social media content calendar. This means I schedule when I’m 
going to post and from what angle/topic. Having a select number of 
topics allows me to see things day to day that i can save and use for 
when that topic pops up next and worst-case scenario if I am stuck I 
only need to search for something good on one topic rather than the 
entire internet. That is yet to happen though as my phone is full of 
articles, videos and pictures for future content thanks to having my 
topics pre-selected. It is important you have core values that your 
posts always aim to so that your target market is always in view. For 
example - ALL of my posts roll around views of Military, Health and 
Wellness, Sports and Being a Professional as that is the target market 
of people I aim to serve. It’s not always about those topics but sharing 
views that relate to the same values or needs of people who 
associate with those markets in some way shape or form.

Ryan King



Christian Stevens
Helping You Build Wealth Through Property!

linkedin.com/in/propertyfinance/
#Expert #Practitioner
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Social Tip 1: Post everyday - if you serve up consistent content on a 
regular basis to your target market it’s only a matter of time before 
business starts coming to you. Let me put it this way, you wouldn’t 
expect to get any real results going to the gym once every couple of 
weeks.

Social Tip 2: Post videos - they get a lot more engagement and the 
best way to build your personal brand

Social Tip 3: Search for leads with sales navigator - use the detailed 
search to find the exact type of leads you’re after. You can use the 
postcode search to find local clients or keywords to look for specific 
job titles.



REACH OUTS – ENGAGEMENT
Absolutely delighted to have such a strong collection of tips and 
strategies from such knowledgeable people for this particular 
section.

There are such strong people in this section it’s hard to single out 
only a few. Dean Mannix and John Dougan have to get a mention for 
all they’ve done to help me get across social over the many years. 
Both have now changed their strategy slightly. Graham Hawkins is all 
about “sales peoples digital transformation and social selling”, and if 
you’re not following him you are really missing out. Phil Gerbyshak is 
another who has been at the forefront of social for a long time and 
has this stuff completely nailed. He is also one of the few from afar 
that I asked for a submission, he is that good. Lastly, Jordan Mara has 
some very tricky strategies and a strong understanding of the way 
social works technically, another good recommendation to follow or 
connect with.

My key Big take aways:

• Personalise
• Provide value
• Reach out deliberately
• Be disciplined
• Be consistent
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MY SOCIAL TIPS FOR THIS SECTION:

1 – Build out your own specific, unique content and use that as an 
engagement tool. It could be articles, infographics, calculators or 
edited versions of 3rd parties’ articles. Start your interactions with 
these and position them as a gift. Make them seem valuable, 
personalised and unexpected. (Reciprocity 101)

2 – Start conversations early. Deliberately look to move conversations 
off the comments section and into messenger and then to the phone 
or email. With a little practice this is very easy to do. As long as you’re 
bringing value to the conversation, people will follow your lead.
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Dean Mannix
Online training content/ tools making it easier to coach,
skill and motivate customer-centric sales growth.

AV SQUARED!
Make sure you’re adding value to what you add into the social space. 
When you post or share an article go the extra mile and comment on 
something specific you think is valuable for your audience to know 
about the article or stat or whatever it is you share. Lazy people get 
lazy results so make sure you’re doing the work!

BE THE EXAMPLE
Gandhi said “be the change you wish to see in others”. Adopt this 
philosophy in your social activity and support other people’s feeds 
and genuine enquiries in the manner you would like to be supported 
and engaged. If you’re not open to other people on social, why would 
you expect others to be open to you?

linkedin.com/in/deanmannix/
#Author #Expert
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Graham Hawkins
B2B Sales Specialist and Best-Selling Author

Social Tip 1: Never sell on social media… use social for gathering 
customer insights before you personalise every engagement. Treat 
people (on social) the way that you like to be treated.

Social Tip 2: Spend 20 minutes every day sending valuable (relevant) 
content via individual messages (or InMails) to specific target 
customers and personalise it. “I saw this (post) and thought of you”

linkedin.com/in/futureofsales/
#Expert #Author #Practitioner
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John Dougan
Director, Global Sales Performance - Workday Social Tip

Social Tip 1: Dare to be different. So many aspects of social are now 
being adopted by lacklustre sellers, why should you and I go to the 
dance? I already understand that you're selling something, so what 
makes you unique.

Social Tip 2: Connect me to something I value or like. Social research 
makes it easy to see what someone might be interested in, tell me 
why I might find it valuable. As in, make sure you've read it and 
meaningfully passed it on or be witty/tongue in cheek with 
something I clearly like. Look at my twitter, what did I last post, 
retweet that wasn't about work. Look at my LinkedIn and what I do 
professionally, tie the two together.

linkedin.com/in/salesdetective/
#Expert #Practitioner #Enabler
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Phil Gerbyshak
Sales and Marketing Strategist, Speaker and Trainer

Social Tip 1: Social Tip: Add value before you add volume. Make sure 
your profiles are in tip top shape and you’ve been adding value to 
your network by commenting on, sharing and responding to 
comments on posts before you reach out and try to get on 
someone’s calendar. It takes a little more time but you’ll stand out in a 
sea of people going loudly after their next sale.

Social Tip 2: Respond to every comment, like and share on your 
posts by tagging the person and saying thank you, asking a question, 
or acknowledging their input. Less than 2% of social media people 
ever even like a post, much less reply or leave a comment. Make sure 
to acknowledge this behaviour in public so everyone sees you value 
every commenter and take some of those comments privately or ask 
for a Zoom or phone meeting to learn more if the situation presents 
itself.

www.linkedin.com/in/philgerb/
#Expert #Author #Practitioner
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Damien Pigott
Enabler of Sales Consultants and Leaders

Social Tip: In days gone by, sales consultants were often known as 
the conveyors of industry knowledge and trends. Social media allows 
you to amplify this message to the particular field or vertical that you 
are targeting as a sales professional. Be informed about your industry 
and engage with key decision makers by sharing information that is 
relevant, fresh and pertinent. This is also a way to provide rich and 
deep insights with not only those who are at the top of the 
organizational chart but also those who are at the top of the power 
chart.

If you are reaching out to new contacts and you can see through their 
social profile that they have a standard “business” background, 
engage by sharing content that is interesting and allows them to 
have a conversation starter. Make it a non-opinionated piece of 
content such as the Reserve Bank of Australia’s monthly snapshot of 
economic indicators. Believe it or not, it is an infographic that not only 
informs but begins many powerful conversations. Your prospects will 
appreciate knowing this data.

linkedin.com/in/damienpigott/
#Leader #Trainer #Enabler
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Adam Thorp
Intelligent sales transformation helping companies
deliver growth

"What's the Story”

Social Tip: Make it, and you, real by using a story. It could be a 
success story or just a situation - they are critical in building trust and 
credibility.

Social Tip: Be responsive and be consistent. It's no different to 
'customer experience' in consumer-land as we know it - think about 
the experience you want your audience or followers to have with you 
and what do you want to be remembered for?

linkedin.com/in/adamthorp1
#Expert #Practitioner
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Guy Lambert
Head of Sales and Marketing at Mentorloop,
Sales Blogger at thesaleslab.online

Social Tip 1: Engage with people. Simply posting on LinkedIn and 
waiting for the leads to roll in is not Social Selling, it's Social 
Marketing. To sell you must engage with your prospects and have a 
conversation, which means responding to everyone who interacts 
with your content and showing genuine interest. The ultimate goal is 
to take the conversation offline and continue the interaction in 
person.

Social Tip 2: Include a call to action. It's all well and good to post a 
great piece of content, but you need to make it clear to your 
prospects what their next step should be. These days simply 
collecting their name and email address is not enough, the ideal 
outcome is to have them book a meeting with you via a Calendly link 
or similar. It's also worthwhile including this on your profile in a couple 
of places. I suspect you will already know most of the people I would 
suggest you reach out to - are you looking for Aus only or an 
international flavour

linkedin.com/in/guydlambert/
#Practitioner
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Charles Fairlie
Unsung Business Heroes: Personal branding and content
creation platform for busy CEO's who want to raise their
profiles as thought leaders.

Social Tip 1: Don't sell... listen, engage and connect - but don't sell.

Social Tip 2: Share and add value authentically, transparently and 
with no expectations of reciprocation.

linkedin.com/in/charlesfairlie/
#Practitioner
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Cameron Blewett
The Industrial Relations ‘Simplifyer’.

Social Tip 1: Share information that is relevant to your audience

Social Tip 2: Engage with your connections.

Social Tip 3: You want to come across as a human, which means you 
need to make genuine and meaningful comments, using a cut and 
paste formula.

linkedin.com/in/industrialrelationssimplifier/
#Practitioner
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Derek Wyszynski
Real World Social Tips your Sales Trainer Won't Tell You

Social Tip 1: When a person from a foreign county 
replies/likes/comments on your social post, write a brief "thank you 
for your comment it's much appreciated" in the poster's native 
language - even if they've posted in your Native Language. This 
simple act (and quite easy since everyone has access to Google 
Translate) will differentiate you from your competition.

Social Tip 2: Don't be afraid to disagree - not in a Facebook way, but 
in a professional way - much like you'd disagree in an in-person 
meeting. Too much commentary on Social (especially LinkedIn) is 
"attaboy." It's boring and if you Ideal Customer Profile is stalking your 
profile, you'll look like someone who just nods their head....and that 
first impression won't service you very well in-front of the modern 
customer.

linkedin.com/in/djwyszynski/
#Practitioner #Expert
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James Michael
Leading authority on attracting, selecting, recruiting and
optimising sales professionals for SMEs

Leading authority on attracting, selecting, recruiting and optimising 
sales professionals for SMEs.

Social Tip 1: Don't just join a 'Group'. Start one and be its leader. Be 
the renowned go-to person.

Social Tip 2: Have the discipline to cull connections who aren't 
interacting with you. 100 active connections is far more valuable than 
1000 avatars hanging around your profile.

linkedin.com/in/jamesmichael-justified
#Practitioner #Expert
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Jordan Mara
Raised in the world of Social Selling.

Leading authority on attracting, selecting, recruiting and optimising 
sales professionals for SMEs.

Social Tip 1: Connections for Negotiation: Whilst in the final stages of 
a negotiation, utilize LinkedIn's advanced search functionality to 
explore the connections of your Prospect. Consolidate a list of 20-30 
profiles that match your Ideal Customer Profile or Buyer Persona. In 
exchange for any discount, receive a committed timeline as well as a 
personal introduction to 10-15 of their connections that match your 
ICP/BP.

linkedin.com/in/jordanmara/
#Expert #Practitioner #Trainer
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While many contributors have 20+ years of sales experience, Jordan has cut his 
teeth in the social selling era. As a result of spending all his time in this domain, 
Jordan has surfaced and employed numerous unique social selling techniques.
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Social Tip 2: MVP Lists. Most Valuable Prospect Lists can be created 
on LinkedIn, Twitter, and Instagram. As your number of followers and 
connections increases, your feeds will become full of noise. Creating 
MVP Lists allows you to focus in on your most valuable prospects, 
see what they are posting about and sharing, and connect in a more 
meaningful way.

Jordan Mara



Stephen Dallimore
A Facilitator & Connector who deliveries commercial
outcomes for companies in highly technical markets

Social Tip 1: Engagement, Not Likes! Be a source of information and 
solutions to your industry connections and post article or tips that will 
allow people to see you a value resource. Posts that offer no real 
insight or backstory don’t allow any engagement from your 
connections. When one of your connections has a problem in their 
work… Who will they think of first?

Following up after meeting new clients at a networking event is one 
of the most important aspects of the sales process. Otherwise, all of 
your hard work and preparation may go to waste. Prepare a template 
that you can use for each person you met when looking to connect 
with them on LinkedIn but remember, keep it relaxed and personal. 
Be sure to thank them for taking the time to talk at the event and add 
anything else you might have learned about them, e.g. if they had to 
get a plane flight back to another state.

linkedin.com/in/stephen-dallimore-89505537/
#Practitioner
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Rhys Gillmer
The Australian | Top 10 LinkedIn Agency Influencer
2016 & 2017

Social Tip 1: Don’t jeopardise your personal brand in an attempt to build 
your pipeline. Social Selling is essentially marketing yourself as a 
subject matter expert who actually understands what the fuck you’re 
talking about.

LinkedIn has become a content graveyard filled with generic, 
over-enthusiastic salespeople and recruiters battling it out across the 
digital wasteland to see who can send the most unpersonalised 
messages in a week.

Your role as a Social Seller is to educate and nurture a prospect. Focus 
on providing value, not filling your pipeline. You have one opportunity to 
make a real connection with a buyer, don’t fuck up your personal brand 
because you want an easy win.

Social Tip 2: Invest in content development, not 1 to 1 social 
communication. Developing content specifically for your buyers is 
essential to breaking through the noise created by inept marketers and 
salespeople. If you truly understand your buyer, you should be able to 
create content that establishes your ability to identify challenges and 
provide solutions, right? Investing in content will give you the 
opportunity to promote your personal brand and allow your buyers to 
come to their own conclusions.

linkedin.com/in/rhysgillmer
#Marketer #Practitioner #Expert
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